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Quantitative Evaluation of Radiation-Induced Lung
Injury with Hyperpolarized Xenon Magnetic Resonance

Haidong Li, Zhiying Zhang, Xiuchao Zhao, Xianping Sun,

Chaohui Ye, and Xin Zhou*

Purpose: To demonstrate the feasibility of quantitative and

comprehensive global evaluation of pulmonary function and
microstructural changes in rats with radiation-induced lung

injury (RILI) using hyperpolarized xenon MR.
Methods: Dissolved xenon spectra were dynamically acquired
using a modified chemical shift saturation recovery pulse

sequence in five rats with RILI (bilaterally exposed by 6-MV x-
ray with a dose of 14 Gy 3 mo. prior to MR experiments) and
five healthy rats. The dissolved xenon signals were quantita-

tively analyzed, and the pulmonary physiological parameters
were extracted with the model of xenon exchange.

Results: The obtained pulmonary physiological parameters
and the ratio of 129Xe signal in red blood cells (RBCs) versus
barrier showed a significant difference between the groups. In

RILI rats versus controls, the exchange time increased from
44.5 to 112 ms, the pulmonary capillary transit time increased

from 0.51 to 1.48 s, and the ratio of 129Xe spectroscopic signal
in RBCs versus barrier increased from 0.294 to 0.484.
Conclusion: Hyperpolarized xenon MR is effective for quanti-

tative and comprehensive global evaluation of pulmonary func-
tion and structural changes without the use of radiation. This

may open the door for its use in the diagnosis of lung dis-
eases that are related to gas exchange. Magn Reson Med
76:408–416, 2016. VC 2015 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Thoracic cancers such as breast cancer, esophageal carci-
noma, and lung cancer are a significant health concern,
and pulmonary cancers are the leading causes of morbid-
ity and mortality among malignant tumors worldwide
(1,2). Radiation therapy (RT), which is widely used in
the treatment of tumors, is one of the most effective
therapies for treating chest tumors. Although the dose of
RT is rigorously controlled to minimize its effect on nor-
mal pulmonary tissues, radiation-induced lung injury

(RILI) is still a common side effect in patients under-
going RT; more than one third of patients who receive

radiotherapy develop RILI (3). RILI is usually irreversi-
ble, and it substantially reduces patient quality of life or
even leads to death. The severity of RILI depends on
radiation dose, lung volume and other various factors.

Therefore, developing an appropriate therapy plan for
each patient is one of the best ways to prevent RILI, and
the noninvasive evaluation of RILI plays an important
role in optimizing the RT plan (4). Usually, pulmonary
function tests and imaging techniques are routine meth-

ods for the clinical diagnosis of RILI. Pulmonary func-
tion tests can detect global pulmonary function changes,
but cannot comprehensively quantify physiological
changes, such as air–blood exchange in the lung (5). Pla-

nar x-ray and CT are the typical imaging techniques
used to assess RILI in the clinic setting, and both are
able to detect the structural changes of late stage pulmo-
nary fibrosis (6). When combined with CT, single photon
emission computed tomography can also be used to eval-

uate pulmonary changes in patients suffering from RILI
(7). However, all of these imaging modalities employ ion-
izing radiation, which might cause RILI patients to be
exposed to a higher radiation dose when they are sub-

jected to many scans over a short period (8). More
importantly, such modalities are not able to quantify the
important parameters of lung function, such as the pul-
monary gas exchange time constant, capillary transit

time, and total septal thickness.
In recent years, hyperpolarized noble gas NMR and

MRI have been demonstrated as powerful tools to image
the air space and to evaluate pulmonary gas exchange
function (9–15), because the nuclear spin polarizations
of hyperpolarized noble gases exceed the thermal equi-

librium levels by four to five orders of magnitude via the
technique of spin exchange optical pumping (SEOP)
(16). Among the noble gases isotopes that are generally
used in SEOP, 3He and 129Xe are the most commonly

used in hyperpolarized noble gas NMR and MRI because
their nuclear spin quantum number is 1/2, and they
have longer longitudinal relaxation times (T1) (17–19).
Hyperpolarized 3He MRI has been applied to detect RILI
in rats and rabbits through ventilation imaging and ADC

mapping (20–23). Recently, Ireland and colleagues
(24–29) successfully detected RILI and optimized radio-
therapy planning through hyperpolarized 3He MRI in
patients undergoing RT, but the changes in physiology

and gas exchange function were not quantified.
Compared with 3He, 129Xe has unique advantages for

assessing pulmonary gas exchange function and physio-
logical changes because it has good solubility in blood
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and tissue and possesses excellent chemical shift sensi-
tivity to its environment (30,31). Due to these benefits,
129Xe has became more attractive for biological imaging.
There are two common ways to measure the gas
exchange function of the lung using hyperpolarized
129Xe. Xenon polarization transfer contrast (XTC), as pro-
posed by Ruppert and colleagues (30,32), measures the
decrease in the gas-phase xenon signal after saturating
the dissolved xenon signals (i.e., xenon in red blood
cells [RBCs] and in tissue and plasma [TP]). XTC can
provide spatially resolved measurements of lung func-
tion with hyperpolarized xenon depolarization maps by
taking advantage of the strong xenon signal in the gas
phase. However, in XTC, the dissolved xenon signals
from RBC and TP cannot be distinguished because they
are treated as a single signal. Chemical shift saturation
recovery (CSSR), the other method, measures the dis-
solved xenon signals directly (33–35). In CSSR, the
xenon signals from RBC and TP are treated separately,
and their dynamics as a function of the exchange time
(the time between the saturation pulse and the excitation
pulse) can be obtained simultaneously. CSSR has there-
fore proven valuable in the past to measure the dynamics
of dissolved xenon signals in order to obtain the impor-
tant information regarding pulmonary microstructure
and function in vivo (33,35,36).

Many theoretical models have been developed to
extract the quantitative parameters of lung structure and
function from CSSR data. Månsson and colleagues
(11,33) proposed a single exponential model that does
not consider blood flow. Patz and colleagues (36,37)
developed an uptake theory that considers the effect of
blood flow to analyze lung function parameters. This
theory was also used by Imai and colleagues (38) in a
mouse model of emphysema, but the xenon signals from
TP and RBC were treated as a single signal. Recently,
Chang and colleagues (39,40) developed a model of
xenon exchange (MOXE) based on the previous models
and theories. Unlike the other two models, this model
treats xenon signals from TP and RBC separately and
considers the effect of blood flow. Accordingly, more
physiological parameters of lung function can be quanti-
fied, including the gas exchange time constant (41,42).

In recent years, some groups have studied RILI in rats
and rabbits using hyperpolarized 129Xe MRI (43,44), but
the comprehensive quantification of physiological
changes still remains. Recently, Fox et al. (45) studied
RILI with CSSR and the Månsson model in the rats and
found that the exchange time constant increased at 2 wk
postirradiation. However, the ratios of xenon signal in
RBCs versus TP, hematocrit, pulmonary transit time, and
other physiological parameters have not been quantified.
More importantly, the exchange time constants TTr_tissue

(derived from the TP curves at 197 ppm) and TTr_RBC

(derived from the blood curves at 212 ppm) (33) were
not found to be correlated in their study (45). We there-
fore proposed to address these shortcomings by using a
modified CSSR and MOXE that considers the effects of
perfusion more thoroughly. MOXE is a more realistic gas
exchange model in which comprehensive physiological
parameters can be obtained. In addition, the fitting
parameters are shared and coupled, the xenon signals

from TP and RBC are fitted simultaneously, and the
more reliable exchange time constant can be obtained.

In this study, hyperpolarized xenon MR spectra

acquired using CSSR were used to measure pulmonary
gas exchange dynamics in rats. By using MOXE, compre-
hensive physiological parameters were obtained to quan-

titatively evaluate the physiological changes in irradiated
rat lungs. The physiological parameters obtained with
hyperpolarized xenon MR (e.g., gas exchange time con-
stant, pulmonary capillary transit time, septal thickness,

blood hematocrit) were statistically analyzed between
the RILI rats and the healthy rats.

METHODS

Hyperpolarized Xenon Gas Preparation and Delivery

Hyperpolarized 129Xe gas was produced by the SEOP
technique using a homebuilt polarizer that was equipped
with a 75 W laser diode array of narrowed line width

(QPC Lasers, Sylmar, CA) (16,46,47). The gas mixture,
which comprised 1% natural abundance 129Xe, 10% N2,
and 89% 4He, flowed through an optical cell at a rate of

0.4 standard liters per minute in the opposite direction
of the laser beam. The xenon nuclear spins were polar-
ized in the optical pumping cell, and the spin polariza-
tion of hyperpolarized xenon gas was approximately

20%. Then, hyperpolarized xenon was accumulated as
ice for about an hour by flowing the gas mixture through
a cold finger, which was immersed in liquid nitrogen

with a magnetic field of approximately 200 mT. After
hyperpolarized xenon was thawed with hot water, it was
transferred to a Tedlar bag, and the available spin polar-

ization of hyperpolarized xenon gas in the Tedlar bag
was approximately 10%.

Hyperpolarized xenon gas in the Tedlar bag was con-
nected to a homebuilt MRI-compatible hyperpolarized
gas delivery system (48,49). Depending on the different

experimental conditions, the rats were alternately venti-
lated with either oxygen or hyperpolarized xenon gas in
different modes. The different ventilation modes were

implemented via a National Instruments control board
using a LabVIEW-based program (National Instruments,
Austin, Texas, USA), which controlled pneumatic valves

and solenoid valves in the gas delivery system. The
delivery system could also monitor the pressure in the
rat lung in real time and trigger the MRI scanner. The
rats were normally ventilated with oxygen at a rate of 60

breaths per min with a tidal volume of 3 mL.

Animal Protocols

The institutional animal care committee approved all of

the animal protocols. Ten Sprague-Dawley rats (180–220
g) were used in this study, and five of the rats received
whole lung irradiation from a 6 MV photon x-ray (Varian
Medical Systems, Palo Alto, California, USA), with a

dose of 14 Gy 3 mo. before the MR experiments (50). The
remaining untreated rats served as a control group. In
the hyperpolarized xenon MR experiments, the rats were

anesthetized with isoflurane and were alternately venti-
lated with either hyperpolarized xenon or oxygen
through a 14-gauge catheter intubator. A combination of
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5% isoflurane and balanced oxygen was used to induce

anesthesia in rats, and 1.5% isoflurane was used to

maintain anesthesia during the surgery. After hyperpo-

larized xenon MR experiments, the rats were sacrificed

via anesthetic overdose. The rat lungs were instilled in

situ using 4% paraformaldehyde liquid at 25 cm H2O for

30 min, after which they were extracted and immersed

in 4% paraformaldehyde liquid. They were stored in 4%

paraformaldehyde liquid for more than 48 h and then

embedded in paraffin. The sequential sections, each with

a thickness of 5 mm, were stained with hematoxylin and

eosin (H&E) to assess histological changes. Alveolar sep-

tal thickness was assessed in Image-Pro Plus software

(Media Cybernectics, Buckinghamshire, United King-

dom) by measuring the length of the lines drawn perpen-

dicular to the narrowest segment of alveolar septum (51).

MR Data Acquisition

All of the experiments were conducted on a Bruker Bio-

spec 4.7T MRI scanner with a custom-built 129Xe/1H

dual-tuned birdcage coil (129Xe at 55.4 MHz, 1H at 200.2

MHz). A modified CSSR pulse sequence was chosen to

study the dynamics of hyperpolarized xenon MR signals

in the lungs, as shown in Figure 1 (33). Before acquiring

the CSSR data, the flip angles of RF pulses were cali-

brated at gas resonance (30,33), and the off-resonance

effect of the excitation pulse (centered at 200 ppm) on

xenon in the gas phase (0 ppm) was also measured for

the dissolved xenon signal to be normalized by the

actual xenon gas signal in MOXE (39). To minimally

excite the alveolar xenon gas, a 90� Gaussian-shaped RF

saturation pulse, which had a duration of 0.5 ms and

was centered at 200 ppm, was applied to saturate the

dissolved xenon signals in both TP and RBC. After a cer-

tain exchange time (t), a second 90� Gaussian-shaped RF

excitation pulse, which had a duration of 0.3 ms and

was centered at 200 ppm, was used to generate both dis-

solved phase and gas-phase xenon signals, and the dis-

solved phase xenon signals were normalized by the gas

xenon signal. Hyperpolarized xenon NMR data were
immediately acquired after the second pulse, and the
exchange time varied from 2 to 400 ms (ie, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10,
15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 150,
200, 250, 300, 350, and 400 ms). All of the MR spectra
were acquired with a bandwidth of 25 KHz and 1024
sampling points. To optimize the SNRs of dissolved

xenon signals, the lungs were flushed with hyperpolar-
ized xenon gas twice. Then, xenon NMR data were
acquired during the breath-hold after the rats inhaled
xenon for the third time. Each data point on the recovery
curves generated using the modified CSSR was accumu-
lated eight times. The lung pressure in the rats was 12
cm H2O in each experiment.

Data Processing

All of the spectra data were processed in the Topspin
3.0. Before the Fourier transformation, each spectrum
was applied with a 50-Hz exponential line-broadening
filter to reduce the noise, and Lorentzian line shapes
were used to fit the three peaks (i.e., gas, TP, and RBC)

FIG. 1. Schematic of the modified chemical shift saturation recovery pulse sequence used in this study (33). Two Gaussian-shaped

pulses, centered at 200 ppm relative to the gas phase (0 ppm), were applied during breath-hold after rats inhaled xenon gas for the
third time. The first pulse was used to saturate the dissolved signal, and the second pulse was used to excite both gas and dissolved
signals. The exchange time for xenon was varied for different acquisitions. To destroy the residual signal, a spoiler gradient was

employed after the saturation pulse. Each data point was accumulated eight times to obtain better SNRs of the dissolved signals.

FIG. 2. Diagram of the gas exchange region of the alveoli. The
total septal thickness is assumed to be d, the air–blood barrier
thickness is d. tX is the pulmonary capillary transit time and is

defined as the average time an RBC spends in the gas-exchange
zone. T is the xenon gas exchange time constant in the lung. Hct

is the hematocrit of the lung.
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after phase correction. The peak amplitudes from the

CSSR spectra at an exchange time of 100 ms were used

to determine the ratio of RBCs to TP (35,42). In the cal-

culation of the ratio of RBC/TP to gas, the amplitude of

the gas signal was extracted directly from the spectra,

and the flip angle applied to the xenon gas was approxi-

mately 0.6� after calibration. Then, the data were fitted

to the MOXE, as shown in the following equations, to

extract the physiological parameters of the lung. A sche-

matic of the gas exchange region of the alveoli is shown

in Figure 2.
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where STP(t) and SRBC(t) represent the normalized xenon

signals in TP and RBC, respectively. The total septal

wall thickness (d), the scaling factor (b) and the fraction

of RBC xenon in blood (g) can be rewritten in the follow-

ing manner, respectively:

d ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2DT
p

[3]

b ¼ ld

2
SVR [4]

h ¼ lRBC

lp=Hct þ lRBC � lp
[5]

The normalized TP and RBC xenon signals (n ¼ 7) were

fitted to Equations [1] and [2] simultaneously using non-

linear fitting in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, Massa-

chusetts, USA), and the initial values for the fitting were

obtained from CSSR data of a healthy rat by using an

exhaustive search algorithm in Fortran (b, ranging from 0

to 0.2 with a step size of 0.0001; d/d, ranging from 0 to

0.5 with a step size of 0.001; T, ranging from 0 to 200 ms

with a step size of 0.1 ms; g, ranging from 0 to 1 with a

step size of 0.001; tX, ranging from 0 to 2 s with a step

size of 0.01 s). The exchange time constant (T), the

barrier-to-septum ratio (d/d), the scaling factor (b), the

fraction of RBC xenon in blood (g), and the pulmonary

capillary transit time (tX), which is defined as the aver-

age time an RBC spends in the exchange zone, can be

obtained from the fitting directly. Using the diffusion

coefficient for xenon in lung tissue D � 3.3 � 10�6 cm2/s

and the average Ostwald solubility of xenon in the entire

lung (l ¼ 0.2) (39) in the plasma (lp ¼ 0.09) and in the

RBC (lRBC ¼ 0.19) (52) in Equations [3–5], the relevant

physiological parameters of the lung, such as the total

septal thickness (d), the blood hematocrit (Hct), the sur-

face area to volume ratio (SVR), and the air–blood barrier

thickness (d) can be calculated.

RESULTS

Hyperpolarized Xenon Dynamics in the Lung

The dynamics of hyperpolarized xenon signals in the

RBCs, TP, and airspace of healthy rat lungs depending

on exchange time is shown in Figure 3. Hyperpolarized

xenon signals in the RBCs, TP, and airspace could be

clearly observed in all spectra, although the xenon signal

in blood was small when the exchange time was short

(5–20 ms), and the xenon signals in RBCs and TP

increased when the exchange time increased.

Ratios of Xenon Signals in RBCs and TP

Dissolved xenon signals and gas xenon signals were

obtained successfully in all healthy and RILI rats (Fig.

4). Three separate peaks could be easily distinguished

and represent hyperpolarized xenon in the RBCs (212

ppm), TP (197 ppm), and airspace (0 ppm) of the lung.
There was a 1.6-fold reduction in the SRBC/STP ratio in

RILI rats compared with healthy rats. The mean ratios of

SRBC/STP in the RILI and healthy rats, which were signif-

icantly different (P ¼ 0.002), were 0.294 6 0.048 and

0.484 6 0.078, respectively (Fig. 5). The STP/SGas ratio in

the RILI rats increased significantly (P ¼ 0.002) com-

pared with the healthy rats. The mean STP/SGas ratio in

the RILI rats was 0.341 6 0.048 compared with 0.243 6

0.013 in the healthy rats, which was a 1.4-fold difference

(Fig. 5). All of the ratios are summarized in Table 1.

Analysis of the Parameters Using MOXE

The TP and RBC xenon signals, which were normalized

by the corresponding gas signal, were plotted against the

exchange time and then fitted to Equations [1] and [2]

simultaneously, as shown in Figure 6. There was an

increase in xenon signal in the tissue and plasma of the

FIG. 3. The dynamics of dissolved xenon signals and gas-phase

xenon signals in the healthy rat lung depending on exchange
time, which varied from 2 to 400 ms.
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RILI rats compared with the healthy rats; however, there

was no significant difference in the signal in RBCs

between the groups.
The comprehensive physiological parameters of the

lung were calculated using MOXE. The mean exchange

time constant (T) and pulmonary capillary transit time

(tX) were 44.5 6 7.9 ms and 0.51 6 0.15 s, respectively,

in the healthy rats and 112.0 6 9.5 ms and 1.48 6 0.52

s, respectively, in the RILI rats. T and tX were sig-

nificantly different between the RILI and the healthy rats

(P < 0.005). The fraction of RBC xenon in blood (g) was

also significantly different (P ¼ 0.009) between the RILI

and the healthy rats; the mean fraction of RBC xenon in

blood was 0.44 6 0.07 in the healthy rats and 0.31 6

0.05 in the RILI rats. Significant differences were also

found between the healthy and RILI rats in the total sep-

tal thickness (d) and blood hematocrit (Hct). The com-

prehensive parameters are summarized in Table 2, along

with the P values denoting statistical significance.

Histopathological Observations in H&E-Stained Lung
Tissue

As shown in Figure 7, interstitial alveolar wall thicken-

ing and the accumulation of inflammatory cell infiltra-

tion were observed in the entire lung among the RILI

rats, and collagen deposition was also found in the lungs

of the RILI rats. The septal thickness in the RILI rats

increased considerably compared with controls (P <

0.001), and the mean septal thickness was 8.4 6 1.3 mm

and 5.7 6 0.3 mm, respectively, in the RILI rats and

healthy rats.

DISCUSSION

There was a significant difference in the SRBC/STP ratio

between the RILI rats and healthy rats. The SRBC/STP

ratio in the RILI rats (0.294 6 0.058) decreased by

approximately 40% compared with that in the healthy

rats (0.484 6 0.078). A similar reduction, but one that

occurred for different reasons, was observed in a previ-

ous study in patients who had idiopathic pulmonary

fibrosis (53). In these patients, the reduction in the SRBC/

STP ratio resulted from an approximately two-fold

decrease in the SRBC/SGas ratio and an approximately 1.6-

fold increase in the STP/SGas ratio compared with healthy

subjects (53). However, in the present study, the change

in the SRBC/STP ratio was caused primarily by xenon sig-

nal in the TP. In addition, the STP/SGas ratio in the RILI

rats (0.341 6 0.048) increased by approximately 1.4-fold

compared with that in the healthy rats (0.243 6 0.013).

This occurred largely because the RILI rats used in this

study were approximately 3 mo. post-radiation treat-

ment, which is in the first phase of the RILI disease

FIG. 4. Typical xenon spectra with 50 Hz line-broadening in a healthy rat (a) and in a RILI rat (b). In the RILI rat, the xenon signal in the
TP (197 ppm) increased compared with the healthy rat, whereas the xenon signal in the RBCs (212 ppm) was similar to the healthy rat.

The spectra were acquired with an exchange time of 100 ms.

Table 1

SRBC/SGas, STP/SGas, and SRBC/STP Ratios in Healthy and RILI Rats

Healthy Rats RILI Rats

SRBC/SGas STP/SGas SRBC/STP SRBC/SGas STP/SGas SRBC/STP

Rat 1 0.117 0.254 0.461 0.077 0.311 0.247

Rat 2 0.133 0.230 0.577 0.141 0.371 0.379
Rat 3 0.120 0.238 0.504 0.121 0.401 0.302
Rat 4 0.095 0.259 0.366 0.087 0.281 0.310

Rat 5 0.119 0.232 0.512 0.079 0.342 0.232
Mean 6 SD 0.117 6 0.014 0.243 6 0.013 0.484 6 0.078 0.101 6 0.029 0.341 6 0.048 0.294 6 0.058

The amplitude of the gas signal was extracted directly from spectra (at an exchange time of 100 ms) when the SRBC/SGas and STP/SGas

ratios were calculated, and the flip angle applied to the xenon gas was approximately 0.6�.
Abbreviation: SD, standard deviation.
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process, when radiation pneumonitis occurs (Fig. 7)
(54,55). The pulmonary septum in the RILI rats became
thicker than that in the healthy rats. In addition, more
xenon dissolved in the barrier of the RILI rats, and the
STP/SGas ratio increased. However, there was no signifi-

cant difference in the SRBC/SGas ratio (P ¼ 0.309)
between the healthy (0.117 6 0.014) and RILI (0.101 6

0.029) rats, which indicates that there was almost no
change in the amount of RBCs in the exchange zone 3
mo. after radiation treatment, because the RBC signal
only came from dissolved xenon in the RBC.

The mean exchange time constant (T) increased signif-
icantly in the RILI rats compared with the healthy rats
because the thicker septum of the irradiated rats resulted
in greater hyperpolarized xenon diffusion from the air-
space in the alveoli into the capillaries in the RILI rats
compared with the healthy rats. Additionally, the time
to STP and SRBC saturation was longer. The exchange
time constant (T) that was obtained from the healthy rats
in this study is in agreement with the results found by
using CSSR (33,45). A longer exchange time was also
reported in a recent study that used the Månsson
exchange model to explore hyperpolarized xenon spectra
in RILI rats two weeks after radiation treatment (45). A
significant increase in the pulmonary capillary transit
time (tX) was also observed in RILI rats. This was due to
the widespread obstruction caused by platelets, collagen,
and fibrin, which occurred in the capillaries of the RILI
rats 3 mo. after radiation and resulted in both a decrease
in blood flow (56,57) and an increase in the average time
that the RBCs spent in the exchange zone. Previous stud-
ies on healthy rats that used non-NMR methods have
reported a total pulmonary blood flow of 2 mL/s (58)
and a total capillary volume of approximately 1 mL (59).

FIG. 5. Comparison of the SRBC/SGas, STP/SGas, and SRBC/STP

ratios between the healthy and the RILI rats. Compared with the
healthy rats, the SRBC/STP ratio in the RILI rats diminished signifi-
cantly (P ¼ 0.002), and there was a significant 1.4-fold increase in

the mean STP/SGas ratio in the RILI rats (P ¼ 0.002). However,
there was no significant difference between the RILI and healthy

rats in the SRBC/SGas ratio.

FIG. 6. Typical recovery signals (circles and triangles) and fittings (lines) of the dissolved xenon in the TP and RBCs as a function of
exchange time (i.e., the delay between the pulses in the CSSR sequence) in a healthy rat (a) and a RILI rat (b). The signal in the TP in
the healthy rat is considerably smaller than that in the RILI rat.

Table 2

Comprehensive Physiological Parameters of the Lung Calculated Using MOXE

Parameter Symbol Healthy Rats RILI Rats P

Scaling factor b 0.0044 6 0.0003 0.0077 6 0.0010 0.001

Barrier-to-septum ratio d/d 0.104 6 0.059 0.064 6 0.027 0.216
Exchange time constant T (ms) 44.5 6 7.9 112.0 6 9.5 <0.001

Fraction RBC xenon in blood h 0.442 6 0.071 0.307 6 0.052 0.009
Pulmonary capillary transit time tX(s) 0.508 6 0.151 1.475 6 0.518 0.004
Septal wall thickness d (mm) 12.0 6 1.1 19.1 6 0.8 <0.001

Thickness of air–blood barrier d (mm) 1.24 6 0.73 1.23 6 0.56 0.985
Surface area to volume ratio SVR (cm�1) 37.1 6 1.7 40.3 6 6.4 0.336

Blood hematocrit Hct 0.277 6 0.057 0.176 6 0.036 0.010

Values are shown as the mean 6 standard deviation; standard deviations were based solely on the variations among different animals
within each group.
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From these data, the pulmonary capillary transit time is
calculated to be 0.5 s, which is in agreement with the
value (0.51 6 0.15 s) measured in the healthy rats in our
study.

There was a significant difference in the mean septal
thickness measured using MOXE between the RILI and
healthy rats. In the healthy rats, the total septal thickness
was approximately 12.0 6 1.1 mm, which is in agreement
with the findings of a previous study (33). The total sep-
tal thickness was 19.1 6 0.8 mm in the RILI rats and
approximately 1.5-fold larger than that in the healthy
rats. The increase in the septal thickness of the RILI rats
was significant and was due to the accumulation of
inflammatory cell infiltration and the thickening of the
alveolar wall after the rats were treated with x-ray radia-
tion, which is clearly visible in Figure 7. The increase of
septal thickness in RILI rats measured using hyperpolar-
ized xenon MR was also confirmed by the quantitative
measurement using images of histology (5.7–8.4 mm).
Additionally, the septal thickness measured using histol-
ogy and MOXE are well correlated (R2 ¼ 0.82), as shown
in Figure 8. The septal thickness measured in the histol-
ogy was smaller compared with that derived from

MOXE, because the narrowest segment of alveolar sep-

tum was used for measurement in histology analysis.
The value of Hct (0.176 6 0.036) in the RILI rats that

was measured in this study was significantly lower (P ¼
0.01) than that in the healthy rats (0.277 6 0.057), and

the Hct measured in this study was lower than that

reported in the previous study (�0.4) (60). This was

most likely because xenon signals from plasma and the

air–blood barrier have the same chemical shift (197 ppm)

and cannot be distinguished in the CSSR spectra. As a

consequence, fitting to xenon gas exchange models (i.e.,

MOXE and the Månsson model) can result in an overes-

timation of the xenon plasma signal, which, in turn, is

reflected in a decrease of the fitted Hct value. Previous

studies also found that the fitted Hct parameter values

were lower than those from blood samples and that the

Hct values in patients with pulmonary fibrosis were

reduced compared with those in healthy volunteers (42).
The mean air–blood barrier thickness measured in the

healthy rats was 1.24 6 0.73 mm, which is in agreement

with the value of 1.25 mm that was reported in a previ-

ous study (61,62). The mean air–blood barrier thickness

did not show a significant difference (P ¼ 0.985)

between the healthy rats (1.24 6 0.73 um) and the RILI

rats (1.23 6 0.56 um). However, the air–blood barrier of

the RILI rats was noticeably thicker than that of the

healthy rats (Fig. 7). The inconsistency in the results

observed is primarily due to the limitation of the fitting

model that was mentioned previously (i.e., the xenon

signal from tissue and plasma could not be distinguished

in the MOXE).
Although the mean SVR was slightly smaller in the

healthy rats than in the RILI rats, there was no signi-

ficant difference (P ¼ 0.336) in the SVR between the

groups in this study. The measured mean SVR was

37.1 6 1.7 cm�1 and 40.3 6 6.4 cm�1 in the healthy and

RILI rats, respectively. Based on the histopathological

images of the lung tissues, the lung septum of the RILI

rats increased compared with that of the healthy rats.

This caused the size of the alveoli to decrease in the

RILI rats (56), which led to an increase in the SVR. How-

ever, the change in alveolar size did not significantly

affect alveolar SVR, and there were no significant

changes when considering the individual differences.
A previous study has shown that the parameters

extracted using MOXE are significantly correlated with

FIG. 7. Typical H&E-stained lung images of a healthy (a) and a RILI rat (b). In the RILI rat, the alveolar wall was considerably thicker, and
there was an accumulation of inflammatory cell infiltration. Magnification ¼ 40�.

FIG. 8. Correlation of septal thickness measured using histology

and hyperpolarized Xe MR. The solid line is a linear, least squares
fit of the data and indicates that the septal thickness measured

using the two methods correlated well (R2 ¼ 0.82).
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those extracted using existing models (i.e., the Månsson
and Patz models) (P < 0.01) (42). MOXE is a complex
model for fitting in which five parameters are shared
between STP(t) and SRBC(t). Thus, these two expressions
are completely correlated, and the data from TP and
RBCs should be fitted to the two expressions simultane-
ously to obtain accurate results. As demonstrated in a
previous study, constraining the fit parameters benefits
the fitting results, and the restricted parameter has a neg-
ligible effect on the other fitting parameters (42). In our
study, the same set of initial values was used for all fit-
tings, and no unrealistic parameters were observed.

CONCLUSION

In this study, we comprehensively quantified physiologi-
cal parameters to evaluate pulmonary function and
microstructure by using hyperpolarized xenon MR spec-
tra. By using the MOXE, a more reliable and accurate
exchange time constant was obtained, and it was found
to be significantly increased in RILI rats in comparison
with healthy rats. Additionally, to the best of our knowl-
edge, the majority of physiological parameters in the
RILI rats, including pulmonary capillary transit time,
septal thickness and SRBC/STP ratio, were comprehen-
sively and quantitatively analyzed, and they were signifi-
cantly different from those in the control rats. These
results demonstrate that hyperpolarized xenon MR is a
powerful tool for noninvasively quantifying the parame-
ters of pulmonary function and structure, particularly in
pulmonary diseases that are related to gas exchange.
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